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Abstract. Cyber attacks are a threat to the security of the most diverse types of
organizations. To mitigate the risk of suffering successful attacks, organizations
use different types of assessments. The research problem addressed in this study
is to present, among the behaviors of known threats, those that are similar to
the assessment campaign carried out and consequently represent greater risk
when attempting attacks using the more exploitable critical path. The purpose
of this research is to present a method for identifying the critical path of the
threat and the similarity factor by Cross Reference Features (CRF) method to
identify the opponents most similar to the procedures used in the assessment
campaign carried out. The CRF was used as a baseline for comparison between
2 unsupervised learning algorithms in the threat clustering task. For essays
that considered only groups as threats, K-means outperformed the Hierarchical
Agglomerative Clustering by 2.4 percentage points, while in the essay with all
threats, Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering surpassed K-means by 2.3%.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, cyber attacks are a threat to the security of the most diverse types of organiza-
tions. To mitigate the risk of suffering successful attacks, organizations use different types
of assessments in search of a set of practices and techniques that form the most likely crit-
ical path to be successfully exploited by hackers and malware groups in achieving their
goals [Atiku et al. 2020].

Regardless of the type of assessment carried out, such as war games
[Moumouh et al. 2023], penetration testing [Mayukha and Vadivel 2023] or breach attack
simulations [Jaber and Fritsch 2023], the results of the execution of your campaigns are
presented in reports that will serve as a basis for preparing the action plan to mitigate
the weaknesses found. As assessment campaigns perform various procedures that simu-
late the behavior of known hackers or malware groups in a generalized way. The research
problem addressed in this study is to present, among the behaviors of known threats, those
that are similar to the assessment campaign carried out and consequently represent greater
risk when attempting attacks using the more exploitable critical path. Knowing the threats
similar to the campaigns carried out, it is possible to convey to organizations in a clearer



and more objective way, those to which they are vulnerable and help in the elaboration of
a mitigation plan that is more adequate to their needs.

Most research found in the state of the art has the objective of detecting and rec-
ognizing patterns in combating malicious adversaries [Ahn et al. 2022, Lin et al. 2022,
Noor et al. 2019, Shin et al. 2022]. However, these works have addressed this problem
through proposals for a cyber threat attribution using unstructured reports in cyber threat
intelligence [Irshad and Siddiqui 2022] and an automated reclassification for threat actors
[Shin et al. 2021]. Also, the study in [Park et al. 2023] compares the TTPs of different
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) groups through vectorizing the ATT&CK matrix and
calculating the cosine similarity.

The purpose of this research is to present a method for identifying the similarity
between the procedures used into a specific threat campaign carried out by security an-
alysts and the procedures adopted by attacking groups. A similarity factor will be used
as a baseline for comparison between 2 unsupervised learning algorithms in the threat
clustering task. For this comparison, 4 experiments were carried out that used the re-
sults of the OilRig attack simulation exercise. These results are publicly available by
MEAE1 (MITRE Engenuity ATT&CK Evaluations) to present the results achieved on the
similarity of threats through the Cross Reference Features (CRF) method proposed here,
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) and K-means. Although K-means is a ro-
bust and widely used method, it was necessary to change some parameters to obtain better
results throughout the experiments, unlike CRF and HAC, which maintained similar re-
sults with the initial parameters used. Considering the CRF as a baseline for the similarity
factor, for the tests that consider only groups as threats, K-means outperformed the HAC
by 2.4 percentage points, while in the test with all threats, that is, groups, malware and
tools, HAC surpassed K-means by 2.3%

Finally, this article is structured starting with this introduction, then a fundamen-
tals section, which will present the concepts necessary to understand the research, related
works, the proposed method for clustering threats, the experiments with their results and
the conclusions.

2. Fundamentals
In this section, an outline of the concepts necessary for understanding this research and
the experiments carried out will be presented. The section is organized into 2 fundamental
topics: kill-chains, related to offensive security and the other with machine learning, more
specifically with unsupervised learning.

2.1. Kill-Chains
According Kim [Kim et al. 2019], the term kill-chain comes from the military area to
define all stages of an attack until reaching its objectives. Therefore, cyber kill-chain
models intend to explain adversary behavior to carry out APT attacks. APT is a concept
for an attack carried out in several steps with well-defined objectives, usually found in
malware and hacker groups.

The cyber kill-chain (CKC) concept was coined by Lockheed Martin
[Martin 2014] in 2014 who introduced a 7-step kill-chain. Later, in 2017, Van Den

1https://mitre-engenuity.org/cybersecurity/attack-evaluations



Berg presented the unified kill-chain [Van Den Berg 2017], to resolve some issues not
addressed in the original CKC and currently there are proposals to make kill-chains more
dynamic, such as polymer kill-chain [Neto et al. 2021]. In parallel, MITRE has been or-
ganizing since 2018 the techniques used in these attacks, which gave rise to the ATT&CK
2 knowledge base.

MITRE ATT&CK is a public knowledge base, organized in adversary tactics,
techniques, procedures and campaigns based on real-world observations. The ATT&CK
knowledge base is used as a foundation for the studies in cyber-security area, develop-
ment of specific threat models and methodologies in the all kinds of sectors, organiza-
tions and academic community. It is organized into 3 matrices: enterprise, describing
tactical techniques and procedures (TTP) used by threats against organizations; mobile,
which contains TTP for mobile systems and ICS focuses on industrial control system
environments.

Leszczyna’s [Leszczyna 2021] review about cyber-security assessment methods,
featured 32 methods for evaluating organisations to help them improve their cyber-
security. Among them, we can mention: penetration tests, war games and breach attack
simulations. These assessments can be organized into campaigns that attempt to simu-
late the behavior of adversaries performing ethical hacking through APT attacks against
organizations.

Usually, the result of these evaluations, depending on the executor, is a report
containing the kill-chains carried out, with all the information from the MITRE ATT&CK
TTP used during the campaigns.

2.2. Machine Learning

According to Alloghani [Alloghani et al. 2020], machine learning can used in different
problem-solving paradigms through supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised
learning consists of a training phase and a test phase to assess whether the results obtained
by the algorithm used are in accordance with the expected result. In this supervised learn-
ing, there is a set of known input data and output data that will be used in training and
testing. After these phases, the trained model can predict results for regression, selection,
classification problems based on what it has learned. On the other hand, unsupervised
learning does not have a labeled data-set, so this type of machine learning is commonly
used for problems where there is no answer checking in learning, leaving it to the algo-
rithm, according to its fundamentals, to carry out the clustering process and estimate an
outcome for a given problem.

Based on the characteristics of the problem studied in this research, unsupervised
learning was considered the most suitable. We used this approach for the development of
the proposed method and for the proof of concept experiments. Therefore, we focused on
learning the structure of data without making use of labels.

The commonly used unsupervised learning technique is cluster analysis, which
is massively utilized for exploratory data analysis to determine the hidden patterns and
to group the data. According to Kinge [Kinge et al. 2023], there are many unsupervised
learning algorithms for clustering, such as: Hierarchical, K-means, DBSCAN and Gaus-

2https://attack.mitre.org



sian Mixture Model Clustering. Among these, hierarchical clustering and K-means are
very popular.

3. Related Works
Several studies have used machine learning techniques to detect and recognize attack
patterns. However, the vast majority of the studies are focused on threat detection and
on the offensive point of view, which use binary analysis logs for malware recognition or
network dumps for attack detection as data-sets.

The main aim of this study from [Ahn et al. 2022] was to perform a dynamic
analysis of malicious and suspicious files and apply the results to the MITRE ATT&CK
framework to visually present the attack tactics and detailed techniques used for the files.
The proposal was to make it easier for agents to identify and respond to threats. In ad-
dition, it utilizes the advantages of dynamic-analysis based malicious file detection to
increase detection accuracy.

In [Lin et al. 2022], the authors propose a mechanism for labeling attack tactics of
network intrusion detection system (NIDS) rules on the basis of text mining and machine
learning. The proposed approach can help to determine a current attack state and infer its
purpose, making it possible to detect complex attacks (e.g., Advanced Persistent Threat).
Besides, the authors refer to the ATT&CK framework to strengthen the reliability of la-
beling results. The experiment result shows that the accuracy of the proposed mechanism
can effectively boost the performance of the labeling attack tactic.

The paper proposed by [Noor et al. 2019] presents a framework to automate cy-
ber threat attribution. Specifically, the authors profile cyber threat actors (CTAs) based
on their attack patterns extracted from cyber threat intelligence (CTI) reports, using the
distributional semantics technique of Natural Language Processing. Using these profiles,
they train and test five machine learning classifiers on 327 CTI reports collected from
publicly available incident reports. Findings from the five machine learning models eval-
uated in this paper suggested that the Deep Learning Neural Network (DLNN) model is
more effective than the remaining four models. They also compared the effectiveness of
the high-level IOC profiled CTA dataset with the dataset provided by ATT&CK MITRE.
The findings demonstrated that the machine learning models trained with the proposed
dataset attribute cyber threats with high precision, recall, f-measure, and a low FPR, as
compared to the ATT&CK dataset.

In [Shin et al. 2022], the study proposes a method to select the most effective strat-
egy for responding to threats by analyzing the similarity of TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures) of cyber campaigns. The similarity analysis method presented in this paper is
a practical approach to cyber threat analysis that can effectively respond to cyber threats
and reclassify the names of threat actors. In order to show that this study can effectively
suggest countermeasures for cyber campaigns, the authors collected phishing incidents
by three country-based threat groups, classified them into 16 campaigns, and expressed
them as ATT&CK matrix. When the similarity of each tactic of the phishing campaigns
expressed by the ATT&CK matrix was calculated, the tactic with a high average similar-
ity could identify the stage where mitigation should be focused on during the phishing
campaign through the approach that the technique used had little diversity.

Irshad and Siddiqui [Irshad and Siddiqui 2022] developed a mechanism to at-



tribute or profile cyber threat actors (CTA) by extracting features from cyber threat intel-
ligence (CTI) reports. They defined a methodology to extract features from unstructured
CTI reports by using natural language processing (NLP) techniques and then attributing
cyber threat actor by using machine learning algorithms. Machine learning algorithms
such as decision tree, random forest, support vector machine were used for classification
of CTA.

Shin [Shin et al. 2021] proposes an Automated Reclassification for Threat Actors
(ART) that quantitatively compares the TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures ) from
different APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) groups. This work crawls cyber threat re-
ports (CTA) and retrieves the ATT&CK matrix of APT groups. Then, it vectorizes the
ATT&CK matrix and calculates the cosine similarity. By reexamining the various aliases
of the CTAs with the ATT&CK framework, ART can help to classify the indiscriminately
established APT groups.

Although the offensive point of view has been discussed in many works, the de-
fensive one presents an important lack of research. Therefore, we have addressed, in this
paper, an approach not largely analyzed: to prevent but, especially, to detect and to neu-
tralize security threats. Specifically, our proposal differs from the works listed above by
proposing a simplified method for calculating the similarity between a campaign and all
types of threats, such as groups, malware and tools. Additionally, we present the critical
path of the attack, which is the one that represents the greatest risk of being successfully
exploited in the target environment.

4. Threat Similarity Clustering Process

In this section, the elements that make up the method used in this research to carry out
the similarity grouping of potentially dangerous threats to the cyber-defense of a given
organization will be explained.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the proposed method has as input a table with the
results of kill-chain previously performed in the offensive security exercise. Afterwards,
this results table is used to make another table that represents the offensive procedures,
represented by crossing the groups, malware and tools with the techniques used by them.
In procedures table, the techniques used in the campaign and the results of the operations
of the cyber-security teams are inserted from results table. Lastly, grouping algorithms
are applied in order to identify which threats are part of the same group as the campaign
carried out. Furthermore, threats belonging to the same group as the campaign’s kill-
chain performed, as they are considered similar, represent a potential threats similar to
the campaign carried out.

Figure 1. Threat clustering process used in this research.



4.1. Offensive Campaign Results Table

After an offensive security assessment campaign is conducted, its results need to be con-
solidated and tabulated to serve as input into the threat clustering process. The Results Ta-
ble 1 is organized into columns that represent the weighted average of the metrics achieved
by the defense layers for each time the campaign technique was detected or responded to,
such as incident response activities performed by security operations center. Where the
columns tactic and technique denote the MITRE ATT&CK tactic and technique respec-
tively used; udtc represents undetected events; dtc is the number of times the event was
detected, total is the sum of detected and undetected events; and SVI (Security Visibility
Index) is the percentage of events detected by each technique. Finally, the total visibility
index for the entire table can be calculated by weighting the columns SVI by total.

Table 1. Example of results table used as input.
tactic technique udtc dtc total SVI
TA0002 T1033 0 16 16 1.0
TA0005 T1027 13 19 32 0.6
TA0005 T1036 2 30 32 0.9
... ... ... ... ... ...
TA0011 T1105 18 109 127 0.9
TA0011 T1572 1 15 16 0.9

4.1.1. Threat Critical Path

The SVI is an indicator that reflects the performance of the security operations centre
in terms of detection and response to the techniques observed in the offensive campaign
carried out to assess the environment through BAS, war-games, penetration or resilience
testing exercises. As a kill-chain is the set of techniques used along the employed tactics,
the threat critical path can be traced through the selection of the set of techniques with the
minimum SVI values found in kill-chain performed. The critical path is represented by
equation 1, where the Threat Critical Path (TCP) is the set of techniques (T) with minimal
Security Visibility Index (SVI) for each tactic (τ ).

TCP =
∑
τ

{{
Tmin(SV I)

}
∈ τ

}
(1)

4.2. Threat Procedures Table

The table of threat procedures brings together all groups, malware and tools published in
the latest version of ATT&CK available in a public repository3 made available by MITRE
itself, as well as the techniques used in the campaign and the actions of the security opera-
tions center extracted from the results table. The threat procedures table has each MITRE
technique as columns and the name of the threats as index. As can be seen in the example

3https://github.com/mitre/cti



Table 2, each technique found in the kill-chain of a given threat is filled with the value
1 and 0 if it is not part of it. In addition to the MITRE threats, the Campaign row is
inserted, which are the techniques that were part of the kill-chain of the offensive exer-
cise performed and the row OPS also is inserted representing the SVI results of security
operations center for each technique.

Table 2. Example of threat procedures table.
procedure T1566.002 T1033 ...
APT1 1.0 0.0 ...
... ... ... ...
Campaign 1.0 1.0 ...
OPS 0.0 0.7 ...

4.3. The Clustering Process

The clustering process proposed in this research aims to identify, among all the threats
cataloged in MITRE ATT&CK, those that contain in their kill-chains the same techniques
used in the offensive security campaigns carried out. This clustering procedure consid-
ers the campaign techniques carried out as a reference kill-chain with 100% similarity.
Therefore, threats with a greater intersection of techniques are considered more similar
than those with less intersection.

4.3.1. Plotting Requirements

As the proposed process consists of the intersection of threat features with the features
of the reference campaign through the intersection of 594 techniques present in the threat
procedure table. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the dimensions so that a scatter plot
can be plotted.

According Ji [Ji et al. 2023], PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is useful to re-
duce dimensions. Therefore, it was used to reduce the threat procedures table and allowed
the kill-chains of each threat, campaign and security operations centre to be plotted in a
scatter with two dimensions. Due to this fact, the first and second components were used
in this research exclusively to plot the scatter and were not used in the proposed clustering
procedure or in the performed experiments.

4.3.2. The Range of Threat Clusters

The proposed cross reference features clustering process requires that the maximum num-
ber of clusters be informed. This maximum number of clusters represents the percentage
divisor for establishing the ranges in which threat similarity factors will fit.

In contrast other methods, such as HAC and KMEANS, which group the sample
into the informed number of clusters, in the method proposed here, the maximum number
of clusters indicates that the sample will be grouped into up to the maximum number of
clusters specified. Therefore, the greater the entropy of the threat similarity factors, the
closer to the maximum number of clusters the sample will be clustered.



4.3.3. Cross Reference Features

The cross reference features clustering process consists of generating a reference table
that contains only the features (columns of techniques) found in the reference campaign
extracted from procedures table without the security operations centre row (OPS). There-
fore, in this reference table, the total column is obtained from the sum of the columns of
each threat line and the similarity factor is obtained by the quotient of dividing the total
by the reference campaign total. In this way, the quotient closer to 1 indicates a greater
similarity with the techniques used in the reference campaign.

When the individual similarity factors are calculated, the range of threat clusters is
applied according to the number of clusters defined, each threat will be grouped according
to its similarity factor.

Table 3 is an example of cross reference features clustering, in which the Threat
column refers to the threat name; T1033, ..., T1204 columns are a subset of MITRE
ATT&CK techniques filtered by crossing the reference campaign with the other threats;
T denotes the total, obtained by sum of the technique columns; S is the similarity factor;
and L are the labels assigned after the clustering process according to the calculated range
based on 10 as maximum cluster number.

Table 3. Example of cross reference features table.
Threat T1033 ... T1204 T S L
APT37 1 ... 1 3 0.7 7
OilRig 1 ... 1 4 1.0 9
Campaing 1 ... 1 4 1.0 9
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

As can be seen in the example of Table 3, the threat OilRig was labeled (L) as 9,
the same group label as the referenced campaign, a consequence of the high similarity
factor S. The other threats were grouped in clusters with lower similarity factors.

5. Experiments and Results
The experiment carried out aims to serve as a proof of concept of the proposed method,
in the identification of the critical path for the offensive campaign carried out, as well as
to present a baseline to reference potential threats that, by similarity, represent a similar
risk to the offensive exercise of evaluation of organizations’ security operations centers.

The MITRE Engenuity ATT&CK® Evaluations program brings together cyberse-
curity solutions providers with MITRE experts to evaluate an organization’s capabilities.
Each evaluation follows a systematic methodology using a threat-informed purple team-
ing approach to capture critical context around a solution’s ability to detect or protect
against known adversary behavior as defined by the ATT&CK knowledge base. Results
from each evaluation are thoroughly documented and openly published. The evaluations
are measurable and repeatable, making them useful for continual assessments of incre-
mental improvements.

Therefore, the MEAE was used as database for the offensive evaluation exercises,
as well as a comparison of the results achieved by other clustering methods, such as HAC



and KMEANS. MEAE is a program that performed independent ATT&CK Evaluations
for 16 managed security service providers in their ability to analyze and describe adver-
sary behavior through emulation the tactics and techniques of OilRig4.

Firstly, a web scraping process was carried out on the MEAE campaign website5

to generate a table of results in the format shown in Table 1. Then, the total SVI were cal-
culated for each of the providers, which represents, according to the previously explained
methodology, the result of the security operations of each of the participants in relation to
the campaign carried out by MEAE. The bar chart in Figure 2 presents the calculated SVI
for each of the participants and reflects the result of the response and detection operations
for the OilRig campaign carried out by the MEAE. Furthermore, considering the SVI of
each participant for the OilRig campaign, the average SVI achieved by the group was
78.41%.

Figure 2. Security Visibility Index for MEAE participants.

Analogous to calculating the average SVI, it is also possible to determine the crit-
ical path of the campaign for all participants by following the steps presented in section
4.1.1. Therefore, the threat critical path calculated indicates as the main points of atten-
tion, with the lowest visibility indices by the group’s average, the respective tactics and
techniques: T1573.001) Command and Control - Encrypted Channel: Symmetric Cryp-
tography with 19 %; T1083) Discovery - File and Directory Discovery with 29%; T1041)
Exfiltration - Exfiltration Over C2 Channel with 32% and; T1497.001) Defense Evasion
- Virtualization/Sandbox Evasion: System Checks with 50%.

In addition to the critical path presented, still based on the table of procedures, it
is possible to apply clustering algorithms to identify threats that use techniques similar to
those used in kill-chains of other threats.

For this experiment, the paradigm of unsupervised machine learning was chosen,
because there are no previous labels for the reference campaign, which makes prior train-
ing by supervised learning algorithms complex. Considering that the objective of this
experiment is to identify the threats that use the largest number of techniques equal to

4https://attack.mitre.org/groups/G0049
5https://attackevals.mitre-engenuity.org/managed-services/oilrig/



those used in the reference campaign kill-chain. The cross reference features, previously
described in section 4.3.3, is a baseline to achieve this objective, by determining a sim-
ilarity factor that can be ordered or applied to some classification range, serving as a
simple technique for comparing the elements that form the clusters generated by different
algorithms.

In this experiment, 3 clustering techniques were applied to the procedure table, the
Hierarchical Agglomerative, KMEANS and the Cross Reference Features with the input
parameters according to Table 4. Table 4 is organized into 6 columns, where: Exp. rep-
resents an identifier of the essays in the experiment; Alg. are the algorithms used, which
can be CRF (Cross Reference Features), HAC ( Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering)
or KMNS (K-means); N denotes the number of clusters used; Linkage represents which
binding criteria was used; Feat. indicates whether all or ref. as a subset of features from
the reference campaign performed and; Sample denotes the scope of the sample used,
which can be only groups or all for groups, malware and tools.

Table 4. Initial parameters used in clustering essays.
Alg. Exp. N Linkage Feat. Sample Exp. N Linkage Feat. Sample
CRF E1 2 > 50% ref. groups E3 2 > 50% ref. groups
HAC 2 average all groups 2 average ref. groups
KMNS 2 lloyd all groups 7 lloyd ref. groups
CRF E2 2 > 50% ref. groups E4 2 >50% ref. all
HAC 2 average ref. groups 2 average ref. all
KMNS 2 lloyd ref. groups 17 lloyd ref. all

According to the initial setup presented, the experiments were performed in order
to compare the similarity of the elements grouped by the 3 algorithms with different
parameters. Each experiment generated a scatter, which indicates an average kill-chain of
the security operations of all participants, one that represents the MEAE OilRig campaign
and, finally, the kill-chains of similar threats grouped by similarity by algorithms. In the
legends of the scatters below, in the Similar items, the letter c indicates the number of
clusters, e the total of similar elements in the cluster and s denotes the similarity factor
calculated based on the section 4.3 for the 3 algorithms.

In the first test, E1, only groups were considered as a sample (Figure 3.a), the
baseline CRF formed a cluster with 7 similar elements with an average similarity fac-
tor of 60.9%, while HAC grouped 146 with a similarity factor of 16.3% and K-means
grouped 40 with a similarity factor of 39.7%. MITRE ATT&CK version 12 has 853 cata-
loged threats, between malicious groups and pieces of software, therefore, the 146 and 40
elements grouped by HAC and K-means respectively indicate a high number of grouped
elements when compared to only 7 threats selected by the baseline CRF, which considers
in its selection a similarity index superior to 50% in the sampling. Furthermore, these
elements grouped by HAC and K-means with a low similarity factor raise questions about
what caused such a result and what can be done to achieve more satisfactory indices.

As the CRF considers only the reference features, the E2 experiment, used as in-
put base for the HAC and K-means, only the features found in the reference campaign.
Therefore, the objective of this second experiment was to verify if decreasing the num-



ber of input features, the HAC would reduce the number of elements in the cluster and
increase the similarity factor. As can be seen in Figure 3.b, due to the number of input
features reduced in E2 to the same as in the reference campaign used by CRF, the result
was better than E1 for HAC and worst for K-means. In HAC, the number of elements
dropped to 3 and the similarity factor rose to 63.5%. In contrast, K-means elements rose
to 46 and similarity index dropped to 37.8%.

(a) E1 (b) E2

Figure 3. Clustering Experiments 1 and 2

In search of better results, the experiment E3 was carried out. E3 is similar to E2,
changing only the number of clusters for K-means until find number of cluster that achieve
the criteria: number of elements equal to elements in HAC and the higher similarity index.

As can be seen in Figure 4.a, the result for K-means was better than the HAC,
where K-means found 3 elements with a similarity factor of 65.5%. Moreover, as HAC
and K-means have an equal amount of elements, the higher similarity factor of K-means
indicates that their elements are more similar than HAC, representing a better performance
of K-means for selection of malicious groups in E3.

The last essay, E4 in Figure 4.b, was derived from E3, with the only difference
been considered all threats, such as malware and tools besides only groups. Due to sam-
ple have been increased, CRF baseline become 9 elements and similarity index 60.3%.
HAC and K-means clustered 7 elements and achieved 58.8% and 56.5% respectively for
similarity index. Although K-means considers 17 the ideal number of elements, accord-
ing to the criteria explained in E2, it still had an inferior performance in the selection of
potential threats compared to HAC, which divided the sample into 2 groups, similar and
non-similar.

Table 5 presents a comparative table of CRF, HAC and K-means (KMNS) in re-
lation to the results obtained in E4. This table lists the name of the threats that each
algorithm has grouped together. There are 4 threats that are common to CRF, HAC and
K-means, and among them, the presence of OilRig is important to be present at this in-
tersection, as the campaign carried out by MEAE simulated its behavio. Although the
CRF has grouped more elements, its average similarity factor is higher than the HAC and
K-means, this is due to the HAC and K-means having grouped threats such as the APT29,
APT39 and Wizard Spider, which has a similarity factor lower than the others found.



(a) E3 (b) E4

Figure 4. Clustering Experiments 3 and 4

Table 5. E4 clustering results for MEAE OilRig Campaign.
Potential Threats CRF HAC KMNS
OilRig ✓ ✓ ✓
APT32 ✓ ✓ ✓
APT29 - - ✓
APT39 - - ✓
Sandworm Team ✓ ✓ ✓
Turla ✓ ✓ -
Lazarus Group ✓ - -
Wizard Spider - ✓ ✓
Chimera ✓ ✓ ✓
Kimsuky ✓ - -
Cobalt Strike ✓ ✓ -
QakBot ✓ - -
Similarity Factor 60.3% 58.8% 56.5%
Elements in cluster 9 7 7
Nº Clusters 2 2 17

We conclude that the findings are consistent with the offensive campaign, demon-
strating that the approach proposed in this work is capable of identifying which malicious
campaigns present greater risks, given a certain kill chain.

Despite the existence of some works that apply machine learning algorithms to
compare TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures) from different APT (Advanced Per-
sistent Threat) groups, the results presented here point out for a new Direction. We were
capable to identify the most similar attacking group pattern to a offensive campaign car-
ried out. This identification allows organizations to develop a set of countermeasures to
defend against possible attacks.As far as we know we know, the results produced here are
not available in the literature.



6. Conclusions
Like most research found in the state of the art, it aims to detect and recognize patterns in
combating adversaries, although studies have been found to address this problem through
proposals for a cyber threat attribution using unstructured reports in cyber threat intelli-
gence and an Automated Reclassification for Threat Actors. The purpose of this research
was to present a method for identifying the critical path of the threat and the cross ref-
erence features method for calculating the baseline similarity factor of adversaries most
similar to the procedures used in the assessment campaign carried out.

This similarity factor was used as a baseline for comparison between 2 unsuper-
vised learning algorithms in the threat clustering using the MEAE data-set. The 4 exper-
iments detected OilRig as the main similarity, the behavior simulated by MEAE, demon-
strating that the algorithms used are robust in the task of clustering large samples. The
cross reference features (CRF) method proposed here served as a baseline for evaluating
the level of similarity achieved by the clusters formed by HAC and K-means.

Although K-means is considered by several researchers as a superior performance
method than the others, it was necessary to reduce the number of features and increase
the number of clusters to obtain better results throughout the experiments, unlike CRF
and HAC which maintained similar results with the initial parameters used. Considering
the CRF as a baseline for the similarity factor, for the essays that consider only malicious
groups, K-means outperformed the HAC by 2.4 percentage points, while in the essay with
all threats, HAC surpassed K-means by 2.3%. The similarity factors achieved by both
algorithms were determined by the average CRF in their respective clusters. Therefore,
the similarity factor of 60.3% presented by CRF, indicates the average CRF of the 7
threats with CRF greater than 50%. Results above or below the average CRF need to be
interpreted according to the number of elements grouped. Results with a similarity factor
greater than 60.3% with less than 7 elements indicate that the cluster was formed with the
most similar threats, while, regardless of the number of elements, similarity factors below
60.3% indicate a similarity lower than the baseline.
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